EASA Compliant Regulatory Consulting & Training

SAS operates in a very specific market. We are passionate about our customers and are working to meet their needs.

Our vision is to deliver, reliable, quality focused and flexible service on time, every time. The world we live in and the way we communicate are continually changing, and we believe in progress, growth and services that are tailored to their needs of our customers.

Get in touch now for pricing & information office@sassofia.com
Behind SAS we have over 40 years industry experience to call on, we are able to help you develop the most appropriate outcomes for your organization. We believe a primary business driver for success is customer respect and approval. Moreover we are committed to our valued clients to help them by producing, innovative tailored solutions.
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Sofema Aviation Service (SAS)
We are a Global, Professional, Airline, MRO and Ground Operations, Support, Consulting and Training Company based in Sofia Bulgaria.

Our Focus is:
Delivery Beyond Compliance

Our Motto is:
Sharing the Power of Knowledge

Sofema Aviation Services focuses on SMS practices (not only theory) offering a complete SMS support process including recruitment of Safety Professionals.

With more than 25 SMS related training courses we offer additional support for the competence development of your personnel and trainers.
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SAS Understands Aviation Training
Today training needs to be considered in the context of the organization culture, the training has to fit into an environment where there is a culture of strong leadership and motivation by example.
For new organisations or clients wishing to implement a strong and effective SMS, we are pleased to support you with the necessary background knowledge, experience and competencies to implement your SMS in the most effective way.

Q5SMS Aviation Safety Software

SAS is proud to support Q5SMS Aviation Quality & Safety Software.

For more details please see www.q5sms.aero or email office@sassofia.com

Choose SAS for Regulatory and Vocational Training

We recognize the challenges associated with the training of adults. If we achieve the right balance and develop trainings which reinforce the correct behaviours our organisations will benefit and our systems will be perform better and more efficiently.

- Operator and MRO Audit Services
- Safety Management System Consultancy and Support
- EASA Compliant Service and Support for Operators and MRO’S
- Aviation Quality & Safety Software Management
- Aircraft Reports – Aviation Accident Reports
- Continuous Airworthiness Management
- On Site Technical Representation
- EASA Part 147 Implementation Development & Support
- Engine Health Monitoring and Borescope Inspections
If you need an EASA compliant aviation training, but your time is limited. You want to study in the comfort of your own home or office and to print your certificate right after completion. Check out www.easaonline.com - our e-learning platform for aviation professionals!

Welcome to EASAOnline.com

EASAOnline is a service provided by Sofema Aviation Services offering online video training in the field of aviation. EASAOnline.com is a website devoted to the effective delivery of EASA compliant online training. You can easily browse through a course catalogue, enjoy an effective delivery, and learn at your own pace. Take advantage of the Rich Course Content - Audio, Video, Links, Documents and many more. Complete the Module Examinations whenever you feel you are ready and print your certificate on completion.

Learn Easy
Browse through a course catalogue
Enjoy faster and effective delivery
Study in the comfort of your own home
Complete module examinations
Print your certificates on completion

Features
EASA compliant online training
Cost effective professional service
Access to the courses you like at any time
Support for student questions
Instant online certification
Online training is an extremely cost-effective method for delivering niche regulatory training, typical of the training which are offered by Sofema Aviation Services. A fundamental requirement for online training is to ensure that it provides the essential content which is focused on a deep understanding of the subject matter. At www.easaonline.com we ensure that behind each training is a practical knowledgeable tutor.

**Catalogue of Mandatory Initial and Recurrent courses**

- Human Factors
- EWIS for groups 1 & 2
- Fuel Tank Safety

**Vocational and Competence Building Courses**

**Part M / Part 145**
- Part M Maintenance Planning Essentials
- Introduction to Aircraft Maintenance Planning in an EASA Environment
- Aircraft Maintenance Planning in an EASA Environment Fundamentals
- Production Planning Basics
- Part 145 Production Planning Essentials

**SMS & Quality**
- Stores and Incoming Inspection
- Aviation Compliance Auditing In an EASA Environment
- Root Cause Analysis for Quality Assurance Practitioners
- SMS 1: General Intro to SMS
- Safety Management System Overview and Recurrent
Sofema Aviation Services offers Interactive WEB Based Training as an additional opportunity to receive Regulatory and Vocational Training. Supplementing its Classroom and EASAOntline Training Programs, “SASWEB” is an interactive Instructor led training delivered through conferencing software.

Why SASWEB?

SASWEB is a combination of online and interactive training programs – tilising EASAOntline together with a conference supported virtual classroom experience which allows us to support up to 50 participants to a training event.

SASWEB is very simple for the client and starts with course selection through course selection from either www.easaoonline.com or www.sassofia.com

Contact us

For pricing and information:

office@sassofia.com
eaaoonline@sassofia.com
+359 2 821 08 06

www.sassofia.com